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Abstract	 The present paper describes an extention to the methods proposed in 
�� for the extraction of facial features
with the ultimate goal to be used in dening a su�cient set of distances between them so that a unique description
of the structure of a face is obtained� Eyebrows� eyes� nostrils� mouth� cheeks and chin are considered as interesting
features� Candidates for eyes� nostrils and mouth are determined by searching for minima and maxima in the x� and
y� projections of the greylevel relief� Candidates for cheeks and chin are determined by performing adaptive hough
transform on a relevant subimage dened according to the position of the eyes and mouth and the ellipse containing the
main connected component of the image� A deforming technique is also applied to the ellipse representing the main face
region� in order to acquire a more accurate model of the face� Candidates for eyebrows are determined by adapting a
proper greylevel template to an area restricted by the position of the eyes� The algorithms presented were tested on a
set of �� di�erent color images� containing features as beard� glasses and changing facial expressions�

�� INTRODUCTION

One of the key problems in building automated sys�
tems that perform face recognition tasks is face detection
and facial feature extraction� Many algorithms have been
proposed for face detection in still images that are based
on texture� depth� shape and colour information of them�
For example� face localization can be based on the obser�
vation that human faces are characterized by their oval
shape and skin�colour 
���
Another very attractive approach for face detection is

based on multiresolution images �also known as mosaic
images� attempting to detect a facial region at a coarse
resolution and� subsequently� to validate the outcome by
detecting facial features at the next resolution 
��� 
��� A
critical survey on face recognition can be found in 
���
The major di�culties encountered in face recognition

are due to variations in luminance� facial expressions� vi�
sual angles and other features such as glasses� beard� etc�
This leads to a need for imposing several constraints on
the set of images on which the specic algorithm is tested�
Several techniques for facial feature extraction have

been proposed in the late years� They can be divided
into two broad categories	 template�based techniques and
feature�based ones� An interesting comparison between
the two categories can be found in 
���
Experimental research through years proved that a fu�

sion of the two basic techniques usually provides more
stable results than using each technique alone� The
success of a specic technique depends on the nature
of the feature to be extracted� In the present paper�
the features under consideration are the eyebrows� eyes�
nostrils� mouth� cheeks and chin� The eyes� the nos�
trils and the mouth are determined by searching for
minima and maxima in the x� and y� projections
of the greylevel relief �see 
���
���� In this paper� the
following methods are proposed	 i� the extraction of
cheeks and chin by performing an Adaptive Hough Trans�
form �AHT� on a relevant subimage dened according
to the ellipse containing the main connected compo�
nent of the image� ii� the extraction of upper eyebrow
edges using a template�based technique that adapts a
proper greylevel mask to an area restricted by the po�
sition of the eyes� and iii� the accurate extraction of
the face contour by means of dynamic deformation of

active contours �e�g� snakes�� compensating for the lack
of a parametric information needed in the case of AHT�
A detailed description of the methods proposed and ex�
perimental results that demonstrate their success follow�

�� FACE DETECTION

As described in 
��� skin�like regions in an image can
be discriminated best by representing the image in the
HSV color space and by choosing proper thresholds for
the values of the hue and saturation parameters� Other
similar color spaces that reside to the way the human vi�
sion interprets color information� like HSI or HLS� could
also be used� Considering the oval�like shape of a face
in general� it is convenient to search for the connected
components of the skin�like regions using a region grow�
ing algorithm and to t an ellipse to every connected
component of nearly elliptical shape� This is a basic pre�
processing step� because it restricts the search area for
the algorithms that detect the several facial features� af�
terwards�

���� Parameteric feature extraction using AHT

In order to select an e�cient set of distances� a param�
eterized representation of some facial features appears as
a good approach towards the solution of the problem un�
der study� This assumption holds for certain features
that can be described in a realistic way by means of a
geometric curve�
More specically� the cheeks can be approximated by

nearly vertical lines �with ���� tolerance� with sign de�
pending on which cheek we are referring to�� and the chin
by an upward parabola� A straightforward method to de�
tect geometric curves in an image is the Hough transform
or one of its variations 
���
The use of an Adaptive Hough Transform is proposed

in 
��� It is a variant of the Hough transform proposed
by Illingworth and Kittler 
��� which utilizes a small xed
size accumulator and follows a �coarse to ne� accumu�
lation until a desired precision for the values of the pa�
rameters is reached �or� equivalently� a desired resolution
is achieved�� This variation requires a reduced storage
space compared to the standard transform due to the
small accumulator size� Accordingly it also provides a
better performance than the standard transform due to



the reduced number of computations� The search for
cheeks is based on the fact that a straight line is repre�
sented by an equation of the form	

y � mx� c ���

where m is the slope and c is the intercept of the line�
The accumulator array is thus two�dimensional� with

each cell corresponding to a certain �m� c� pair of discrete
values for the slope and intercept of the line� The inher�
ent problem in equation ��� is that it cannot describe
vertical lines� because m � �� This can be solved by
swapping the roles of x and y axes� A small accumula�
tor size of � � � is used� A line segment is assumed to
be interesting� if its length is at least �� pixels in the
edge image obtained by applying a Sobel edge operator
on the original image 
���� The cheek corresponds to the
dominant vertical line in the relevant subimage� Accord�
ingly� the algorithm should search only for one line in this
subimage� The main idea of the method is to �focus� on
the parameter space on areas of large accumulation by
performing iterations of the basic Hough algorithm and
redening the limits of the parameter ranges accordingly�
This means that the search area in iteration i is

S
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�i�
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where L
�i�
j is an interval �Uj � Vj� of possible values of the

jth parameter aj�
In our case� the relevant subimage is dened as a cer�

tain region of the largest best�t ellipse found in the im�
age� This ellipse is assumed to contain the main face re�
gion� The success of a search inside the ellipse is ensured
by the fact that the ellipse possesses the same vertical
symmetry as the face region that it contains� Let a and
b be the magnitudes of the major and minor semiaxes
and �x�� y�� be the center of the best�t ellipse� Then a
proper relevant subimage that gives satisfactory results
is dened as a portion of the lower half of the ellipse� We
choose

xmin � x� � ���� � a ���

xmax � x� � ��� � a� ���

If we search for a left cheek	

ymin � y� � ���� � b ���

ymax � y� � ���� � b� ���

If we search for a right cheek	

ymin � y� � ���� � b ���

ymax � y� � ���� � b� ���

The selection of this area of the ellipse ensures that
the corresponding edge subimage contains part of the
cheek and does not contain other signicant features� like
ears� Accordingly� the Hough process does not end up by
selecting an undesirable result�
In the case of not nearly frontal face images� the above

mentioned symmetry does not hold and correcting moves
of the relevant subimage along the horizontal direction
can be useful in order to compensate for rotations along
the x�axis �see also 
�����
The chin can be described by the equation of an up�

ward parabola	

x� xv � g�y � yv�
� ���

where �xv� yv� is the vertex of the parabola and g is the
parameter which controls how fast the parabola opens
outwards� In this case� the accumulator array is three�
dimensional� The size chosen in our implementation is
�� �� �� A minimum segment length of at least �� pix�
els is chosen in order to avoid an erroneous selection of
a curve that contains isolated points of the edge image�
The relevant subimage used for searching is dened as a
certain region of the lower half of the best�t ellipse as
well� By exploiting the inherent symmetry� we prevent
Hough transform to extract some other feature resem�
bling to a parabola� like the lower edge of the lips�
The limits of the search area for the chin extraction

are as follows	

xmin � x� � ���� � a ����

xmax � x� � ���� � a ����

ymin � y� � ���� � b ����

ymax � y� � ���� � b� ����

A compensation for rotations along the y�axis is pro�
vided by performing correcting moves along the vertical
�major� axis of the ellipse�

���� Keypoint extraction using template match�

ing

Unlike cheeks and chin� eyebrows do not possess a
simple description by means of a geometric curve� be�
cause of their variations between di�erent people� One
aspect concerning eyebrows that is irrelevant to the spe�
cic shape of them is the upper point of the eyebrow�
In fact� this implies that we have to detect the upper
edge of the arch of the eyebrow� This edge constitutes a
transition from a completely smooth area �the forehead�
to an elongated approximately horizontal edge� as one is
scanning the ellipse along the vertical axis� A template
matching technique is more appropriate in this case� A
prototype block has to be dened explicitly� simulating
the form of the upper edge of an eyebrow� because no a
priori information exists concerning the approximate po�
sition of the correct block �e�g� from a previous frame��
Let P be the predened block �acting as a mask� and Bi

be the real block of the image under consideration� where
i � S with S being the set of all blocks centered on the
search area� The block that should be chosen as optimal
is a block Bj of maximal correlation to the prototype
block�
The size of the block to be searched for should be nor�

malized according to the scaling factor of the face in the
image� that is� how close the person was to the camera at
the moment the shot was taken� A straightforward way
to normalize the search process is to dene the dimen�
sions of the block based on the distance between the eyes�
More specically� a realistic consideration is to adapt a
block of height equal to ����� of the eyes distance and
of width equal to ��� of the eyes distance� The optimal
block is expected to contain the upper edge of the eye�
brow and can be used to provide a keypoint when dening
the discriminating set of euclidean distances�

���� Snake deformation for face contour de�ni�

tion

In many cases� a problem arises when there is no suf�
cient edge information in the edge image so that the
AHT algorithm can nd the straight lines representing
the cheeks or the parabola representing the chin� This
is usually due to the poor lighting conditions during the
time the shot is taken� A helpful technique to overcome



�a� �b� �c�

Figure �� Examples of good results�

�a� �b� �c�

Figure �� Examples of erroneous results�

this problem is to consider the best�t ellipse surround�
ing the face as an active contour �snake� which can be
deformed so its energy is minimized or� equivalently� its
optimal position is determined� In general� the energy
of a snake with snake elements �snaxels� vi � �xi� yi��
i � �� ���M � �� can be given by the equation	

Esnake �

M��X

i��

Eint�vi� � Eext�vi� ����

where Eint and Eext denotes the interior and exterior
energy terms of snaxels vi�
The internal energy represents the forces acting on the

contour and constraining it to be smooth� The rst and
second derivative of the function representing the con�
tour are considered to comprise the internal energy term�
Thus the equation for the internal energy can be written
as 
���	

Eint�vi� � w� �

���dvi
ds

���
�

�w� �

����
d�vi

ds�

����
�

����

where s denotes the arc length along the ellipse� The rst
order term ensures the string�like behaviour of the snake�
and the second order term ensures the rod�like behaviour�
The extent to which a snake is allowed to be stretched
or bent is controled by the weighting functions w� and
w�� Though these factors can be of xed value� saving
computation time� a better choice is to adapt them to
the local characteristics of the snake elements� that is to
compute them independently for each snaxel� based on
the distance and curvature between adjacent snaxels�
The exterior energy refers to the forces that pull the

snake to features on the image that are considered in each
case to be signicant� If� in our case� we consider the
elliptical component to be the area which should attract

the contour� then the external energy of the snake can be
dened as	

Eext�vi� � �
X

�x�y��Nint�vi�

�� c�x�y� �
X

�x�y��Next�vi�

c�x�y� ����

where c�x� y� stands for the indicator function of the pix�
els belonging to the skin�like region� and Nint and Next

are the interior and exterior neighbourhoods of a snake
element� Equation ���� implies that the parts of the re�
gion which are outside the contour should push the snake
elements outwards� whereas the parts of the interior of
the contour which do not belong to the face region should
pull the snaxels inwards� Other signicant features that
could be considered contributing to the external forces
acting on the contour� are edges� lines and terminations�
A greedy algorithm can be used for minimizing the en�
ergy of the snake� This is based on the fact that the
snake energy is minimal when the energy of each element
is minimal �see 
����� Such an assumption might lead to
unstable results� because of the localized action of the
technique� This means that the contour might stuck at
local minima� An obvious solution to this problem is to
consider an area around the snaxel that is wide enough to
contribute e�ectively to the power of the external forces�
Other variations of a dynamic solution to the minimiza�
tion of an active contour energy can be found in 
���� 
���
and 
����

�� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The methods proposed above where tested on a set
of �� images of the M�VTS project multimodal face
database� The results were rather satisfactory� consid�
ering the fact that the face images have not beeb really
frontal in some cases�
Problems have been encountered in cheek�extraction

when the false symmetry of the ellipse leads to bad de�



nition of the relevant subimage� and thus to an erroneous
extraction of some other feature considered as predom�
inant� An example where ears are extracted instead of
cheeks is shown in Figure ��a�� whereas Figure ��a� shows
a good result for both cheeks and chin� as well as the rel�
evant subimages and the best�t ellipse�
Similar problems cause the AHT to fail in the case

of chin detection� The inability of the edge operator to
detect weak edges caused by bad luminance� is more obvi�
ous here� An example of extraction of some other feature
instead of the chin is given in Figure ��b��
The correct extraction of the eyebrows is heavily de�

pendent on the position of the eyes� as one would expect�
If at least one eye is detected at a wrong position� and
especially when the distance between the eyes is bigger
than the actual one� the size of the block to be matched
is incorrect� This leads to the false extraction of an�
other feature� Even when eyes are correctly extracted�
a problem may arise if hair covers the forehead and the
eyebrows� as is shown in Figure ��c�� A correct result is
shown in Figure ��b��
Table � shows the results of extraction of cheeks� chin

and eyebrows for the set of images mentioned above	

features detected correctly falsely

�� 
�� 
��

cheeks �� �� ��
chin �� �� ��
eyebrows �� �� ��

Table �� Detection rates for facial feature extraction

The rate of correct detection of eyebrows in the table
is rather low because� as stated above� the correlation
between eyes and eyebrows is very high� so false results
for the eyes also lead to false results for the eyebrows� If
we consider the set of images where a correct detection
of eyes has been performed� the rate of correct eyebrows
detection increases to about ����
In cases of images that su�er from a lack of edge con�

tent� the ellipse deformation algorithm succeeds in pro�
viding additional information for the later denition of
feature distances� This is illustrated in Figure ��c�� It
fails only in extreme cases� when the main connected
component of the image contains features that deform the
real face region dramatically �e�g� when hair surround�
ing the oval face region are included in the connected
component��

�� CONCLUSIONS

A combination of methods based on adaptive Hough
transform� block matching and active contour deforma�
tion variations are proposed in order to provide su�cient
feature information to be used in the denition of a set
of geometric distances for face recognition purposes� Ex�
amples denoting the success of the di�erent methods� as
well as their failure in certain cases� are provided together
with a justication of the results obtained�
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